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Feature Article: Eyes on the Revise by Michael Adams
It’s one day since I finished writing the first draft of The Last Place, the third book in the apocalyptic YA trilogy that
began with The Last Girl and continued with The Last Shot. To say I’m exhausted is about right – and I also have to
cop to feeling a bit emotional about saying goodbye to my heroine, Danby.
It’s been almost exactly three years to the day since I hand-wrote the first terrible page (see picture for embarrassing
proof) without the slightest idea that a scene about a girl witnessing the ultimate dysfunctional family Christmas
would take on an epic life of its own.
The thing is, of course, with The Last Place’s publication date set for March next year, I don’t actually have to let go
of the series quite yet. As is often remarked, writing is rewriting and the next six months or so will afford me plenty
of opportunities to immerse myself in Danby’s final adventure all over again as I try to make the predicaments more
dire, the twists more unpredictable, the characters more intriguing, the emotions more intense, the imagery more
vivid and the explosions more… splodey.
While writing a first draft is always a rush and a revelation, it’s rewriting and refining a novel that’s the real fun. It’s
where you get to say more in fewer words. I think it’s like reduction in cooking – there’s less left in the pan at the
end but it’s far tastier. And the flavour of the series is as intense as I can make it. The Last books deal with tough
stuff – a telepathic apocalypse called the Snap lays bare humanity’s darkest secrets and ends the world as we know
it. To write this believably means not only depicting disasters large and small, from plane and train crashes to
murders and suicides, but also rendering the aftermath in which the world is literally littered with corpses. It’s a
pretty adult YA book, like The Road, y’know, for kids.
I’m glad the market’s sophisticated enough that my revision process isn’t about toning the first drafts down,
descriptively, thematically or stylistically.
I’ve tried not to make anything gratuitous (because less is more, grossness for its own sake being bad writing) but
absolutely nothing’s handled with kid gloves (because I don’t think ‘the kids’ need to be handled with gloves,
goatskin or otherwise). To slightly misquote David Bowie, they’re well aware of what they’re going through, and
know that, beyond themselves and their own problems, there’s a world of wars, poverty, injustice, hunger, disease
and looming environmental collapse. Billions of imaginary people dying in the pages of a paperback? Not a problem
compared with the stuff on the news 24/7.
Back in 1985, I was deeply involved with Stephen King’s The Stand. But it wasn’t Randall Flagg’s fictional plans for the
post-apocalypse that gave me nightmares. It was Ronald Reagan’s very real nuclear nutjobbery that had me waking
up in a cold sweat.
Not that I want to be self-consciously smarty or artsy, but the revision process in The Last trilogy is also where I’ve
tried to include philosophical questions and literary descriptions that many naysayers wouldn’t necessarily associate
with YA, especially one devoted to action and adventure with a sci-fi bent. I read an article about ‘writing for the YA
market’ the other day in which an author was quoted as saying he cut scenes where characters ponder sunsets and
so on because they get in the way of the story. ‘Really?’ – that’s what I said out loud. That seemed an
underestimation of the YA audience – and a limitation on his craft.
While The Last series is first and foremost a ‘what happens next?’ story, I hope it resonates because Danby’s often
found contemplating ‘why is the world like this?’ and ‘what am I supposed to do about it?’ They’re questions I asked
constantly as a teenager – and I didn’t even have the complication of having just seen humanity almost made
extinct. I guess I think they are the story, every bit as much as learning to fire a .38 or take down a helicopter.
These descriptions and questions are usually in the first draft in a pretty raw state.
Revisiting that rush of words gives me the familiar feeling you have when you read a book and think, ‘Hey, I could
write something better than that?’ Well, it’s up to me to do exactly that when I go back for the second, third, fourth
and however many drafts, knowing it can always be better even if can never be perfect. That means trying to find
new ways to render Danby’s emotions and perceptions in language that’s true to her personality and experience. It
means discovering previously invisible links between characters and scenes and images and making them shine a
little closer to the surface.
The revision process is also my chance to add to the dozens of cultural clue ‘Easter Eggs’ all through the series (big
fan of Breaking Bad, right here). Open these up and they reveal new angles on characters or events. For instance,
when I name a fictional band Universe 25 it’s because it speaks to a possible reason for the Snap. I hope a few
readers Google it and have their minds blown the way mine was during research.
All of this is the fun stuff. It’s my chance to make the books more like the ones I envisaged wanting to pull off the
shelf. To ensure they’re page-turning and worth lingering over; that they’re viscerally exciting and thought
provoking; that they’re bleak and warm, violent and funny. What I hope I’ve written with The Last trilogy are the sort
of books I would’ve loved as a teenager and love to re-read now I’m a middleager. Works like The Stand and George

Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty Four and William Golding’s The Lord of The Flies are big inspirations. Loved ‘em then. Love
‘em now. Love’ em forever.
It’s true authors have to keep their readers in mind. But the writer is the first reader. If I can love the first draft, for
all its horrific flaws and for all the hard work it’ll take to fix them, then I think I’m on the right track in winning over
other readers. At the very least, I’ll be left with the book I wanted to write – and read. Okay, now, back to it…
The Last trilogy is published by Allen & Unwin. The final installment, The Last Place will be published in March
2015.

